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Free ebook A respectable trade
philippa gregory Copy
entering into an arranged marriage with an aspiring merchant in 1787
bristol frances scott is discouraged by her slavery dependent
lifestyle and unexpectedly falls for african slave and former yoruba
priest mehuru by the author of the other boleyn girl reprint 75 000
first printing alys a young witch in henry viii s england falls in
love with a young lord 16世紀イングランド 新興貴族ブーリン家の姉妹 アンとメアリーは たちまち国王ヘンリー8世の目
を惹く存在となる 立身出世を目論む親族の野望にも煽られて 王の寵愛を勝ち取る女同士の激しい争いが幕を上げた 王の愛人となったのはメアリー そ
の座を奪ったうえ 男児の世継ぎをつくることのできなかった王妃までもを追い詰めるアン 英国王室史上 最大のスキャンダルを描いたベストセラー登場
from 1 new york times bestselling author and queen of royal fiction
usa today philippa gregory comes the remarkable story of katherine of
aragon princess of spain daughter of two great monarchs and eventual
queen of england when she marries the infamous king henry viii
daughter of queen isabella and king ferdinand of spain katherine has
been fated her whole life to marry prince arthur of england when they
meet and are married the match becomes as passionate as it is
politically expedient the young lovers revel in each other s company
and plan the england they will make together but tragically aged only
fifteen arthur falls ill and extracts from his sixteen year old bride
a deathbed promise to marry his brother henry become queen and fulfill
their dreams and her destiny widowed and alone in the avaricious world
of the tudor court katherine has to sidestep her father in law s
desire for her and convince him and an incredulous europe that her
marriage to arthur was never consummated that there is no obstacle to
marriage with henry for seven years she endures the treachery of spies
the humiliation of poverty and intense loneliness and despair while
she waits for the inevitable moment when she will step into the role
she has prepared for all her life then like her warrior mother
katherine must take to the battlefield and save england when its old
enemies the scots come over the border and there is no one to stand
against them but the new queen a collection of short stories from one
of our most popular novelists the perfect gift the daughters of a
ruthlessly ambitious family mary and anne boleyn are sent to the court
of henry viii to attract the attention of the king he first takes mary
as his mistress in which role she bears him an illegitimate son and
then anne as his wife when the death of joan of arc shows her the
dangers faced by strong women jacquetta a psychic descendant of a
river goddess studies alchemy and becomes the secret wife of richard
woodville before returning to the court of henry vi 1 new york times
bestselling author philippa gregory s new historical novel tracks the
rise of the tidelands family in london venice and new england
midsummers eve 1670 a wealthy man waits outside a poor london
warehouse to meet with alinor the woman he failed twenty one years
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before he has everything to offer wealth land status and he believes
she has the only thing he cannot buy his son and heir the warehouse is
failing clinging on to poor business in restoration london a city gone
mad for pleasure but will alinor and her family sell out to sir james
meanwhile in new england alinor s brother ned who rebelled against the
crown cannot find justice in the new world as the king s revenge
stretches across the atlanic and turns the pioneers against each other
and against the native americans a beautiful widow livia arrives from
venice telling them alinor s son rob has drowned and that she needs
the family s help with a profitable new trade she will import
beautiful statues of marble and bronze to fuel the classical craze
among the wealthy landowners she enchants the warehouse family with
her son their new heir her sensual carefree warmth and promises of
wealth to come she captures sir james and spins them all into a mesh
of deceit which only the brave little daughter of the warehouse can
break sarah searches for the truth about livia in venice bringing home
the stunning denouement to this the second book in the fairmile series
unlock the more straightforward side of the other boleyn girl with
this concise and insightful summary and analysis this engaging summary
presents an analysis of the other boleyn girl by philippa gregory
which looks at the life and love affairs of anne boleyn s younger
sister mary unlike her sister who rose to become one of the most
famous figures in english history mary is not seduced by the glamour
of the court but henry viii s roving eye and the machinations of her
ambitious family pull her into a whirlwind of intrigue and ambition
the novel is among philippa gregory s best known works and enjoys
immense popularity around the world philippa gregory is an english
writer who is known for her historical fiction particularly her novels
focusing on the plantagenets and the tudors find out everything you
need to know about the other boleyn girl in a fraction of the time
this in depth and informative reading guide brings you a complete plot
summary character studies key themes and symbols questions for further
reflection why choose brightsummaries com available in print and
digital format our publications are designed to accompany you on your
reading journey the clear and concise style makes for easy
understanding providing the perfect opportunity to improve your
literary knowledge in no time see the very best of literature in a
whole new light with brightsummaries com this timely collection brings
together twelve original essays on the cultural meaning of the sea in
british literature and history from early modern times to the present
interdisciplinary in conception it charts metaphorical and material
links between the idea of the sea in the cultural imagination and its
significance for the social and political history of britain offering
a fresh analysis of the impact of the ocean on the formation of
british cultural identities among the cultural and literary artifacts
considered are early modern legal treatises on marine boundaries
renaissance and romantic poetry 19th and 20th century novels popular
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sea songs recent hollywood films as well as a diverse range of
historical and critical writings writers discussed include shakespeare
milton coleridge scott conrad du maurier unsworth o brian and others
all these cultural and literary fictions of the sea are set in
relation to wider issues relevant to maritime history and the
historical experience of seafaring problems of navigation and
orientation piracy empire colonialism slavery multi ethnic shipboard
communities masculinity gender relations by combining the interests of
three related but distinct areas of study the analysis of sea fiction
critical maritime history and cultural studies in a focus upon the
historical meaning of the sea in relation to its textual and cultural
representation fictions of the sea offers an original contribution to
the practice of existing disciplines the new historical novel from
philippa gregory the number one bestselling author of tidelands and
dark tides in a divided country power and loyalty conquer all ned
ferryman inspired by news of a rebellion against the stuart kings
returns from america with his pokanoket servant to join the uprising
against roman catholic king james as ned swears loyalty to the
charismatic duke of monmouth he discovers a new and unexpected love
meanwhile queen mary summons her friend livia to a terrified court
recklessly livia drags her son matthew and his foster mothers alinor
and alys into a plot to save the queen from monmouth s invasion and
matthew is rewarded with the manor of foulmire on the tidelands where
ned alinor and alys had once scraped a poor living suddenly alinor is
lady of the manor as ned marches into the last battle between the
royalists and commoners hoping for a new dawn for freedom a compelling
and powerful story of political intrigue and personal ambition set
between the palaces of london the tidelands of foulmire and the shores
of barbados praise for dawnlands this sprawling epic addition to the
series will delight gregory s many fans the times fast paced gripping
and meticulously researched the latest novel from philippa gregory is
historical fiction at its best daily express spellbinding woman s own
i love falling into a philippa gregory novel her vibrant take on
historical events always brings past eras alive adele parks platinum
magazine luca vero and his friends are plunged into the heady
whirlwind of venice the world s busiest marketplace where everything
and everyone is for sale their mission from the pope is no protection
this city has its own laws meanwhile the lady isolde is in more danger
than ever and her feelings for luca are becoming more intense as the
friends face the unknown dangers of magic and alchemy the crimes and
politics of the city may become the least of their worries the powers
they confront are not of this world museums and atlantic slavery
explores how slavery the atlantic slave trade and enslaved people are
represented through words visual images artifacts and audiovisual
materials in museums in europe and the americas divided into four
chapters the book addresses four recurrent themes wealth and luxury
victimhood and victimization resistance and rebellion and resilience
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and achievement considering the roles of various social actors who
have contributed to the introduction of slavery in the museum in the
last thirty years the analysis draws on selected exhibitions and
institutions entirely dedicated to slavery as well as national
community plantation and house museums in the united states england
france and brazil engaging with literature from a range of disciplines
including history anthropology sociology art history tourism and
museum studies araujo provides an overview of a topic that has not yet
been adequately discussed and analysed within the museum studies field
museums and atlantic slavery encourages scholars students and museum
professionals to critically engage with representations of slavery in
museums the book will help readers to recognize how depictions of
human bondage in museums and exhibitions often fail to challenge
racism and white supremacy inherited from the period of slavery a
novel set in the tudor court as the rivalry between queen mary and her
half sister elizabeth is played out against a background of betrayal
conflict and passion from the queen of royal fiction usa today comes
this new york times bestseller featuring three very different women
whose fates are each bound by a bloody curse the legacy of the boleyn
family after the death of his third wife jane seymour king henry viii
of england decides to take a new wife but this time not for love the
boleyn inheritance follows three women whose lives are forever changed
because of the king s decision as they must balance precariously in an
already shaky tudor court anne of cleves is to be married to henry to
form a political alliance though the rocky relationship she has to the
king does not bode well for her or for england katherine howard is the
young beautiful woman who captures henry s eye even though he is set
to marry anne her spirit runs free and her passions run hot though her
affections may not be returned upon the king jane rochford was married
to george boleyn and it was her testimony that sent her husband and
infamous sister in law anne to their deaths throughout the country her
name is known for malice jealousy and twisted lust the boleyn
inheritance is a novel drawn tight as a lute string about three women
whose positions brought them wealth admirations and power as well as
deceit betrayal and terror exploring notions of history collective
memory cultural memory public memory official memory and public
history slavery in the age of memory engaging the past explains how
ordinary citizens social groups governments and institutions engage
with the past of slavery and the atlantic slave trade it illuminates
how and why over the last five decades the debates about slavery have
become so relevant in the societies where slavery existed and which
participated in the atlantic slave trade the book draws on a variety
of case studies to investigate its central questions how have social
actors and groups in europe africa and the americas engaged with the
slave past of their societies are there are any relations between the
demands to rename streets of liverpool in england and the protests to
take down confederate monuments in the united states how have black
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and white social actors and scholars influenced the ways slavery is
represented in george washington s mount vernon and thomas jefferson s
monticello in the united states how do slave cemeteries in brazil and
the united states and the walls of names of whitney plantation speak
to other initiatives honoring enslaved people in england and south
africa what shared problems and goals have led to the creation of the
international slavery museum in liverpool and the national museum of
african american history and culture in washington dc why have artists
used their works to confront the debates about slavery and its
legacies the important debates addressed in this book resonate in the
present day arguing that memory of slavery is racialized and gendered
the book shows that more than just attempts to come to terms with the
past debates about slavery are associated with the persistent racial
inequalities racism and white supremacy which still shape societies
where slavery existed slavery in the age of memory engaging the past
is thus a vital resource for students and scholars of the atlantic
world the history of slavery and public history meridon raised in
poverty by gypsies until the wealthy lacey family accepted her as its
heir embarks on a vengeful exploitation of the aristocratic world
britain s recent historical culture is marked by a shift as a
consequence of new political directives black history began to be
mainstreamed into the realm of national history from the late 1990s
onwards black history white history assesses a number of
manifestations of this new cultural historiography on screen and on
stage in museums and other accessible sites emerging in the context of
two commemorative events the windrush anniversary and the 1807
abolition bicentenary it inquires into the terms on which the new
historical programme could take hold its sustainability and its
representational politics virgin earth is the story of john son of
john tradescant the great gardener botanist and adventurer john is in
every way as fascinating and wilful a character as his father and a
man who lived through even more extraordinary times a sumptuous
historical novel set in the court of elizabeth i from sunday times no
1 bestseller philippa gregory the author of the other boleyn girl a
new statesmen book of the year 2023 a lasting work of social history
the times a genuinely new history of our nation dan jones this
celebration of women is a triumph of popular history spectator the six
book bosed set of the bestselling tudor court novels by philippa
gregory 1 new york times bestselling author and the queen of royal
fiction usa today the constant princess the other boleyn girl the
boleyn inheritance the queen s fool the virgin s lover and the other
queen does ruth have the perfect marriage in the perfect house near
the perfect mother in law or is it all a horrific conspiracy to rob
her of her baby this thriller is set around the bath and bristol area
a dramatic novel of passion politics and betrayal from the author of
the other boleyn girl gregory is an experienced storyteller and doesn
t let you down tidelands is a gripping and intelligent portrait of a
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woman fighting to survive in a hostile world the times the brand new
series from the sunday times number one bestselling author england
1648 a dangerous time for a woman to be different midsummer s eve 1648
and england is in the grip of civil war between renegade king and
rebellious parliament the struggle reaches every corner of the kingdom
even to the remote tidelands the marshy landscape of the south coast
alinor a descendant of wise women crushed by poverty and superstition
waits in the graveyard under the full moon for a ghost who will
declare her free from her abusive husband instead she meets james a
young man on the run and shows him the secret ways across the
treacherous marsh not knowing that she is leading disaster into the
heart of her life suspected of possessing dark secrets in
superstitious times alinor s ambition and determination mark her out
from her neighbours this is the time of witch mania and alinor a woman
without a husband skilled with herbs suddenly enriched arouses envy in
her rivals and fear among the villagers who are ready to take lethal
action into their own hands the first in a planned series the author
crafts her material with effortless ease her grasp of social mores is
brilliant the love story rings true and the research is as ever of the
highest calibre elizabeth buchan daily mail vivid and beguiling
philippa gregory at her best woman home a compelling novel that shines
a light on the struggles of 17th century women daily mirror the novel
s power lies in gregory s evocative portrayal of the tidelands and the
everyday lives of those who are bound to them sunday express philippa
gregory returns with an english civil war novel that excels in
everything she does best historical events are written with breathless
immediacy keeping the reader enthralled even if they know the outcome
she pays close attention to the plight of women in the past so often
unchanged despite men s wars and gives them a voice fans will not be
disappointed alys key the i shines a light on the struggles of 17th
century women if this novel is the first sign of what s to come then
readers are in for a treat emma lee potter daily express tidelands
evokes a world of suspense and superstition its fascinating fictional
heroine alinor is caught in a net of in between spaces i was
completely swept up in this wonderful immersive story set in the
english civil war when women who lived unconventional lives risked
being accused of witchcraft tina jackson writing magazine a wickedly
witty tale of modern manners happily suggesting that pc is not the
only way to be kidnapped along with her brother ledu olaudah equiano
at the tender age of eleven olu is dragged across nigeria deposited on
a slave ship for the middle passage and dropped on a rice plantation
in charles town south carolina in 1753 during the revolutionary war
she attempts to escape will she succeed will she reunite with any of
her family members joanna vassa daughter of equiano is introduced to
william wilberforce and the abolition movement when she is eleven a
biracial orphan joanna is raised by her guardian and while away at
boarding school she encounters racist attitudes and struggles to make
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friends she seeks information about her aunt olu will they ever meet
remnant is a bildungsroman about two young women of color striving to
carve out meaningful lives despite monumental obstacles will a family
separated by slavery ever be reunited how long do i have i force a
laugh not long he says very quietly they have confirmed your sentence
of death you are to be beheaded tomorrow we don t have long at all
jane grey was queen of england for nine days using her position as
cousin to the deceased king her father and his conspirators put her on
the throne ahead of the king s half sister mary who quickly mustered
an army claimed her crown and locked jane in the tower when jane
refused to betray her protestant faith mary sent her to the
executioner s block there jane turned her father s greedy failed grab
for power into her own brave and tragic martyrdom learn you to die is
the advice that jane gives in a letter to her younger sister katherine
who has no intention of dying she intends to enjoy her beauty and her
youth and find love but her lineage makes her a threat to the insecure
and infertile queen mary and when mary dies to her sister queen
elizabeth who will never allow katherine to marry and produce a
potential royal heir before she does so when katherine s secret
marriage is revealed by her pregnancy she too must go to the tower
farewell my sister writes katherine to the youngest grey sister mary a
beautiful dwarf disregarded by the court mary finds it easy to keep
secrets especially her own while avoiding elizabeth s suspicious glare
after watching her sisters defy the queen mary is aware of her own
perilous position as a possible heir to the throne but she is
determined to command her own destiny and be the last tudor to risk
her life in matching wits with her ruthless and unforgiving cousin
elizabeth praise for philippa gregory meticulously researched and
deeply entertaining this story of betrayal and divided loyalties is
gregory on top form good housekeeping gregory has popularised tudor
history perhaps more than any other living fiction writer all of her
books feature strong complex women doing their best to improve their
lives in worlds dominated by men sunday times engrossing sunday
express popular historical fiction at its finest immaculately
researched and superbly told the times the riveting story of margaret
pole daughter of george duke of clarence and was one of the few
surviving members of the plantagenet dynasty after the wars of the
roses plantagenet once carried proudly by margaret like a crown upon
her head is now at the end of the 15th century the most dangerous name
in england i have lost my father in battle my sister to elizabeth
woodville s spy my brother in law to elizabeth woodville s executioner
my nephew to her poisoner and now my son to her curse the gripping and
ultimately tragic story of anne neville and her sister isabel the
daughters of the earl of warwick the most powerful magnate in england
through the cousins wars in the absence of a son and heir he
ruthlessly uses the two girls as pawns but they in their own right are
thoughtful and powerful actors against the backdrop of the court of
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edward iv and his beautiful queen elizabeth woodville anne turns from
a delightful child growing up in intimacy and friendship with the
family of richard duke of york to become ever more fearful and
desperate as her father s enemies turn against her the net closes in
and there is in the end simply nowhere she can turn no one she can
trust with her life the tale of one woman s ambitious ascent to
royalty during the wars of the roses and the unsolved mystery around
her sons imprisonment in the tower boxset contains paperback editions
of virgins lover other queen boleyn inheritance queens fool constant
princess other boleyn girl delicious combination of confused
identities personal dramas and moral dilemmas in a contemporary
chiller from one of our most outstanding novelists join the order of
darkness in their quest to witness the end of the world in the fourth
volume of philippa gregory s epic adventure series praise for the
order of darkness series attractive characters several layers of
mystery and as one might expect meticulously researched historical
detail the daily mail the plot is deftly conceived and the setting
richly detailed the daily telegraph this is still one of the most
enthralling historical series of recent years with gregory s
descriptions bringing 15th century venice vividly to life the bookbag
luca vero is a member of the secret order of darkness tasked by his
master to uncover the truth behind strange happenings together with
lady isolde her friend and confidant ishraq luca s manservant freize
and brother peter luca travels across medieval europe seeking out the
signs of the end of days judging the supernatural and testing the new
science trapped in a village possessed by a dancing madness the group
fights to keep their own sanity when isolde dances away in red shoes
and ishraq takes dramatic revenge on their covert assassin the young
people discover that the greatest danger is in the men who have come
to their rescue these are the truly dangerous madmen of europe who
carry a dark hatred that will last for centuries dive deep into the
world of medieval legends and disentangle reality from fear in this
powerful series from the internationally renowned author of historical
fiction philippa gregory the bbc is the world s most famous and
powerful cultural institution throughout its 75 year existence it has
attracted criticism controversy and political bullying as well as
epitomising globally the heights to which public non commercial
broadcasting can aspire it remains the model for public broadcasters
around the world uncertain vision is a unique and fascinating portrait
of this venerable institution in changing and uncertain times it is
based on the most extensive independent research ever conducted inside
the bbc during which georgina born was allowed unprecedented access to
employees from all ranks of the organisation and gives an
extraordinary portrait of the corporation during the later 1990s the
last years of the regime of the former director general john birt its
insight into the workings and problems of the bbc is unparalled and it
does not flinch from criticising the destructive policies of the birt
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period it promises to be a stimulating controversial and definitive
portrait of the most fascinating period in the history of the greatest
broadcasting organisation in the world in bristol fashion is the first
of a two volume fictionalized biography of the lewis the hooper s and
their extended families set in glamorgan wales and bristol england the
sharp scent of the celtic sea seeps into the saga of smugglers sailors
and high sea adventures during the tumultuous years of victoria s
reign faced with situations very similar to those of our current times
ill conceived foreign wars economic depressions radical changes in
life styles the man in the street and how he copes is a theme that
runs throughout the book



A Respectable Trade 2007-02
entering into an arranged marriage with an aspiring merchant in 1787
bristol frances scott is discouraged by her slavery dependent
lifestyle and unexpectedly falls for african slave and former yoruba
priest mehuru by the author of the other boleyn girl reprint 75 000
first printing

The Wise Woman 1994-12
alys a young witch in henry viii s england falls in love with a young
lord

ブーリン家の姉妹上 2008-09
16世紀イングランド 新興貴族ブーリン家の姉妹 アンとメアリーは たちまち国王ヘンリー8世の目を惹く存在となる 立身出世を目論む親族の野望に
も煽られて 王の寵愛を勝ち取る女同士の激しい争いが幕を上げた 王の愛人となったのはメアリー その座を奪ったうえ 男児の世継ぎをつくることので
きなかった王妃までもを追い詰めるアン 英国王室史上 最大のスキャンダルを描いたベストセラー登場

The Constant Princess 2005-12-06
from 1 new york times bestselling author and queen of royal fiction
usa today philippa gregory comes the remarkable story of katherine of
aragon princess of spain daughter of two great monarchs and eventual
queen of england when she marries the infamous king henry viii
daughter of queen isabella and king ferdinand of spain katherine has
been fated her whole life to marry prince arthur of england when they
meet and are married the match becomes as passionate as it is
politically expedient the young lovers revel in each other s company
and plan the england they will make together but tragically aged only
fifteen arthur falls ill and extracts from his sixteen year old bride
a deathbed promise to marry his brother henry become queen and fulfill
their dreams and her destiny widowed and alone in the avaricious world
of the tudor court katherine has to sidestep her father in law s
desire for her and convince him and an incredulous europe that her
marriage to arthur was never consummated that there is no obstacle to
marriage with henry for seven years she endures the treachery of spies
the humiliation of poverty and intense loneliness and despair while
she waits for the inevitable moment when she will step into the role
she has prepared for all her life then like her warrior mother
katherine must take to the battlefield and save england when its old
enemies the scots come over the border and there is no one to stand
against them but the new queen



Bread and Chocolate 2011-11-11
a collection of short stories from one of our most popular novelists
the perfect gift

The Other Boleyn Girl 2007
the daughters of a ruthlessly ambitious family mary and anne boleyn
are sent to the court of henry viii to attract the attention of the
king he first takes mary as his mistress in which role she bears him
an illegitimate son and then anne as his wife

The Lady of the Rivers 2012
when the death of joan of arc shows her the dangers faced by strong
women jacquetta a psychic descendant of a river goddess studies
alchemy and becomes the secret wife of richard woodville before
returning to the court of henry vi

Dark Tides 2021-07-07
1 new york times bestselling author philippa gregory s new historical
novel tracks the rise of the tidelands family in london venice and new
england midsummers eve 1670 a wealthy man waits outside a poor london
warehouse to meet with alinor the woman he failed twenty one years
before he has everything to offer wealth land status and he believes
she has the only thing he cannot buy his son and heir the warehouse is
failing clinging on to poor business in restoration london a city gone
mad for pleasure but will alinor and her family sell out to sir james
meanwhile in new england alinor s brother ned who rebelled against the
crown cannot find justice in the new world as the king s revenge
stretches across the atlanic and turns the pioneers against each other
and against the native americans a beautiful widow livia arrives from
venice telling them alinor s son rob has drowned and that she needs
the family s help with a profitable new trade she will import
beautiful statues of marble and bronze to fuel the classical craze
among the wealthy landowners she enchants the warehouse family with
her son their new heir her sensual carefree warmth and promises of
wealth to come she captures sir james and spins them all into a mesh
of deceit which only the brave little daughter of the warehouse can
break sarah searches for the truth about livia in venice bringing home
the stunning denouement to this the second book in the fairmile series



The Other Boleyn Girl by Philippa Gregory (Book
Analysis) 2019-04-03
unlock the more straightforward side of the other boleyn girl with
this concise and insightful summary and analysis this engaging summary
presents an analysis of the other boleyn girl by philippa gregory
which looks at the life and love affairs of anne boleyn s younger
sister mary unlike her sister who rose to become one of the most
famous figures in english history mary is not seduced by the glamour
of the court but henry viii s roving eye and the machinations of her
ambitious family pull her into a whirlwind of intrigue and ambition
the novel is among philippa gregory s best known works and enjoys
immense popularity around the world philippa gregory is an english
writer who is known for her historical fiction particularly her novels
focusing on the plantagenets and the tudors find out everything you
need to know about the other boleyn girl in a fraction of the time
this in depth and informative reading guide brings you a complete plot
summary character studies key themes and symbols questions for further
reflection why choose brightsummaries com available in print and
digital format our publications are designed to accompany you on your
reading journey the clear and concise style makes for easy
understanding providing the perfect opportunity to improve your
literary knowledge in no time see the very best of literature in a
whole new light with brightsummaries com

Fictions of the Sea 2017-03-02
this timely collection brings together twelve original essays on the
cultural meaning of the sea in british literature and history from
early modern times to the present interdisciplinary in conception it
charts metaphorical and material links between the idea of the sea in
the cultural imagination and its significance for the social and
political history of britain offering a fresh analysis of the impact
of the ocean on the formation of british cultural identities among the
cultural and literary artifacts considered are early modern legal
treatises on marine boundaries renaissance and romantic poetry 19th
and 20th century novels popular sea songs recent hollywood films as
well as a diverse range of historical and critical writings writers
discussed include shakespeare milton coleridge scott conrad du maurier
unsworth o brian and others all these cultural and literary fictions
of the sea are set in relation to wider issues relevant to maritime
history and the historical experience of seafaring problems of
navigation and orientation piracy empire colonialism slavery multi
ethnic shipboard communities masculinity gender relations by combining
the interests of three related but distinct areas of study the
analysis of sea fiction critical maritime history and cultural studies



in a focus upon the historical meaning of the sea in relation to its
textual and cultural representation fictions of the sea offers an
original contribution to the practice of existing disciplines

Dawnlands 2023-06-21
the new historical novel from philippa gregory the number one
bestselling author of tidelands and dark tides in a divided country
power and loyalty conquer all ned ferryman inspired by news of a
rebellion against the stuart kings returns from america with his
pokanoket servant to join the uprising against roman catholic king
james as ned swears loyalty to the charismatic duke of monmouth he
discovers a new and unexpected love meanwhile queen mary summons her
friend livia to a terrified court recklessly livia drags her son
matthew and his foster mothers alinor and alys into a plot to save the
queen from monmouth s invasion and matthew is rewarded with the manor
of foulmire on the tidelands where ned alinor and alys had once
scraped a poor living suddenly alinor is lady of the manor as ned
marches into the last battle between the royalists and commoners
hoping for a new dawn for freedom a compelling and powerful story of
political intrigue and personal ambition set between the palaces of
london the tidelands of foulmire and the shores of barbados praise for
dawnlands this sprawling epic addition to the series will delight
gregory s many fans the times fast paced gripping and meticulously
researched the latest novel from philippa gregory is historical
fiction at its best daily express spellbinding woman s own i love
falling into a philippa gregory novel her vibrant take on historical
events always brings past eras alive adele parks platinum magazine

Fools' Gold 2014-05-15
luca vero and his friends are plunged into the heady whirlwind of
venice the world s busiest marketplace where everything and everyone
is for sale their mission from the pope is no protection this city has
its own laws meanwhile the lady isolde is in more danger than ever and
her feelings for luca are becoming more intense as the friends face
the unknown dangers of magic and alchemy the crimes and politics of
the city may become the least of their worries the powers they
confront are not of this world

Museums and Atlantic Slavery 2021-04-11
museums and atlantic slavery explores how slavery the atlantic slave
trade and enslaved people are represented through words visual images
artifacts and audiovisual materials in museums in europe and the
americas divided into four chapters the book addresses four recurrent



themes wealth and luxury victimhood and victimization resistance and
rebellion and resilience and achievement considering the roles of
various social actors who have contributed to the introduction of
slavery in the museum in the last thirty years the analysis draws on
selected exhibitions and institutions entirely dedicated to slavery as
well as national community plantation and house museums in the united
states england france and brazil engaging with literature from a range
of disciplines including history anthropology sociology art history
tourism and museum studies araujo provides an overview of a topic that
has not yet been adequately discussed and analysed within the museum
studies field museums and atlantic slavery encourages scholars
students and museum professionals to critically engage with
representations of slavery in museums the book will help readers to
recognize how depictions of human bondage in museums and exhibitions
often fail to challenge racism and white supremacy inherited from the
period of slavery

The Queen's Fool 2004
a novel set in the tudor court as the rivalry between queen mary and
her half sister elizabeth is played out against a background of
betrayal conflict and passion

The Boleyn Inheritance 2006-12-05
from the queen of royal fiction usa today comes this new york times
bestseller featuring three very different women whose fates are each
bound by a bloody curse the legacy of the boleyn family after the
death of his third wife jane seymour king henry viii of england
decides to take a new wife but this time not for love the boleyn
inheritance follows three women whose lives are forever changed
because of the king s decision as they must balance precariously in an
already shaky tudor court anne of cleves is to be married to henry to
form a political alliance though the rocky relationship she has to the
king does not bode well for her or for england katherine howard is the
young beautiful woman who captures henry s eye even though he is set
to marry anne her spirit runs free and her passions run hot though her
affections may not be returned upon the king jane rochford was married
to george boleyn and it was her testimony that sent her husband and
infamous sister in law anne to their deaths throughout the country her
name is known for malice jealousy and twisted lust the boleyn
inheritance is a novel drawn tight as a lute string about three women
whose positions brought them wealth admirations and power as well as
deceit betrayal and terror



Slavery in the Age of Memory 2020-10-15
exploring notions of history collective memory cultural memory public
memory official memory and public history slavery in the age of memory
engaging the past explains how ordinary citizens social groups
governments and institutions engage with the past of slavery and the
atlantic slave trade it illuminates how and why over the last five
decades the debates about slavery have become so relevant in the
societies where slavery existed and which participated in the atlantic
slave trade the book draws on a variety of case studies to investigate
its central questions how have social actors and groups in europe
africa and the americas engaged with the slave past of their societies
are there are any relations between the demands to rename streets of
liverpool in england and the protests to take down confederate
monuments in the united states how have black and white social actors
and scholars influenced the ways slavery is represented in george
washington s mount vernon and thomas jefferson s monticello in the
united states how do slave cemeteries in brazil and the united states
and the walls of names of whitney plantation speak to other
initiatives honoring enslaved people in england and south africa what
shared problems and goals have led to the creation of the
international slavery museum in liverpool and the national museum of
african american history and culture in washington dc why have artists
used their works to confront the debates about slavery and its
legacies the important debates addressed in this book resonate in the
present day arguing that memory of slavery is racialized and gendered
the book shows that more than just attempts to come to terms with the
past debates about slavery are associated with the persistent racial
inequalities racism and white supremacy which still shape societies
where slavery existed slavery in the age of memory engaging the past
is thus a vital resource for students and scholars of the atlantic
world the history of slavery and public history

Meridon 1990
meridon raised in poverty by gypsies until the wealthy lacey family
accepted her as its heir embarks on a vengeful exploitation of the
aristocratic world

Black History - White History 2014-03-31
britain s recent historical culture is marked by a shift as a
consequence of new political directives black history began to be
mainstreamed into the realm of national history from the late 1990s
onwards black history white history assesses a number of
manifestations of this new cultural historiography on screen and on



stage in museums and other accessible sites emerging in the context of
two commemorative events the windrush anniversary and the 1807
abolition bicentenary it inquires into the terms on which the new
historical programme could take hold its sustainability and its
representational politics

Virgin Earth 2006-09-25
virgin earth is the story of john son of john tradescant the great
gardener botanist and adventurer john is in every way as fascinating
and wilful a character as his father and a man who lived through even
more extraordinary times

The Virgin’s Lover 2011-11-11
a sumptuous historical novel set in the court of elizabeth i from
sunday times no 1 bestseller philippa gregory the author of the other
boleyn girl

Normal Women: 900 Years of Making History
2023-10-26
a new statesmen book of the year 2023 a lasting work of social history
the times a genuinely new history of our nation dan jones this
celebration of women is a triumph of popular history spectator

Philippa Gregory's Tudor Court 6-Book Boxed Set
2011-12-20
the six book bosed set of the bestselling tudor court novels by
philippa gregory 1 new york times bestselling author and the queen of
royal fiction usa today the constant princess the other boleyn girl
the boleyn inheritance the queen s fool the virgin s lover and the
other queen

The Little House 1997
does ruth have the perfect marriage in the perfect house near the
perfect mother in law or is it all a horrific conspiracy to rob her of
her baby this thriller is set around the bath and bristol area

Fairmile Novel 1 2020-03
a dramatic novel of passion politics and betrayal from the author of
the other boleyn girl



The Other Queen 2011-11-11
gregory is an experienced storyteller and doesn t let you down
tidelands is a gripping and intelligent portrait of a woman fighting
to survive in a hostile world the times the brand new series from the
sunday times number one bestselling author england 1648 a dangerous
time for a woman to be different midsummer s eve 1648 and england is
in the grip of civil war between renegade king and rebellious
parliament the struggle reaches every corner of the kingdom even to
the remote tidelands the marshy landscape of the south coast alinor a
descendant of wise women crushed by poverty and superstition waits in
the graveyard under the full moon for a ghost who will declare her
free from her abusive husband instead she meets james a young man on
the run and shows him the secret ways across the treacherous marsh not
knowing that she is leading disaster into the heart of her life
suspected of possessing dark secrets in superstitious times alinor s
ambition and determination mark her out from her neighbours this is
the time of witch mania and alinor a woman without a husband skilled
with herbs suddenly enriched arouses envy in her rivals and fear among
the villagers who are ready to take lethal action into their own hands
the first in a planned series the author crafts her material with
effortless ease her grasp of social mores is brilliant the love story
rings true and the research is as ever of the highest calibre
elizabeth buchan daily mail vivid and beguiling philippa gregory at
her best woman home a compelling novel that shines a light on the
struggles of 17th century women daily mirror the novel s power lies in
gregory s evocative portrayal of the tidelands and the everyday lives
of those who are bound to them sunday express philippa gregory returns
with an english civil war novel that excels in everything she does
best historical events are written with breathless immediacy keeping
the reader enthralled even if they know the outcome she pays close
attention to the plight of women in the past so often unchanged
despite men s wars and gives them a voice fans will not be
disappointed alys key the i shines a light on the struggles of 17th
century women if this novel is the first sign of what s to come then
readers are in for a treat emma lee potter daily express tidelands
evokes a world of suspense and superstition its fascinating fictional
heroine alinor is caught in a net of in between spaces i was
completely swept up in this wonderful immersive story set in the
english civil war when women who lived unconventional lives risked
being accused of witchcraft tina jackson writing magazine

Tidelands 2020-02-20
a wickedly witty tale of modern manners happily suggesting that pc is
not the only way to be



Perfectly Correct 2010-05-07
kidnapped along with her brother ledu olaudah equiano at the tender
age of eleven olu is dragged across nigeria deposited on a slave ship
for the middle passage and dropped on a rice plantation in charles
town south carolina in 1753 during the revolutionary war she attempts
to escape will she succeed will she reunite with any of her family
members joanna vassa daughter of equiano is introduced to william
wilberforce and the abolition movement when she is eleven a biracial
orphan joanna is raised by her guardian and while away at boarding
school she encounters racist attitudes and struggles to make friends
she seeks information about her aunt olu will they ever meet remnant
is a bildungsroman about two young women of color striving to carve
out meaningful lives despite monumental obstacles will a family
separated by slavery ever be reunited

Cousins' War Collection 2014-08-14
how long do i have i force a laugh not long he says very quietly they
have confirmed your sentence of death you are to be beheaded tomorrow
we don t have long at all jane grey was queen of england for nine days
using her position as cousin to the deceased king her father and his
conspirators put her on the throne ahead of the king s half sister
mary who quickly mustered an army claimed her crown and locked jane in
the tower when jane refused to betray her protestant faith mary sent
her to the executioner s block there jane turned her father s greedy
failed grab for power into her own brave and tragic martyrdom learn
you to die is the advice that jane gives in a letter to her younger
sister katherine who has no intention of dying she intends to enjoy
her beauty and her youth and find love but her lineage makes her a
threat to the insecure and infertile queen mary and when mary dies to
her sister queen elizabeth who will never allow katherine to marry and
produce a potential royal heir before she does so when katherine s
secret marriage is revealed by her pregnancy she too must go to the
tower farewell my sister writes katherine to the youngest grey sister
mary a beautiful dwarf disregarded by the court mary finds it easy to
keep secrets especially her own while avoiding elizabeth s suspicious
glare after watching her sisters defy the queen mary is aware of her
own perilous position as a possible heir to the throne but she is
determined to command her own destiny and be the last tudor to risk
her life in matching wits with her ruthless and unforgiving cousin
elizabeth praise for philippa gregory meticulously researched and
deeply entertaining this story of betrayal and divided loyalties is
gregory on top form good housekeeping gregory has popularised tudor
history perhaps more than any other living fiction writer all of her
books feature strong complex women doing their best to improve their



lives in worlds dominated by men sunday times engrossing sunday
express popular historical fiction at its finest immaculately
researched and superbly told the times

Remnant 2024-04-24
the riveting story of margaret pole daughter of george duke of
clarence and was one of the few surviving members of the plantagenet
dynasty after the wars of the roses plantagenet once carried proudly
by margaret like a crown upon her head is now at the end of the 15th
century the most dangerous name in england

The Taming of the Queen 2017-07
i have lost my father in battle my sister to elizabeth woodville s spy
my brother in law to elizabeth woodville s executioner my nephew to
her poisoner and now my son to her curse the gripping and ultimately
tragic story of anne neville and her sister isabel the daughters of
the earl of warwick the most powerful magnate in england through the
cousins wars in the absence of a son and heir he ruthlessly uses the
two girls as pawns but they in their own right are thoughtful and
powerful actors against the backdrop of the court of edward iv and his
beautiful queen elizabeth woodville anne turns from a delightful child
growing up in intimacy and friendship with the family of richard duke
of york to become ever more fearful and desperate as her father s
enemies turn against her the net closes in and there is in the end
simply nowhere she can turn no one she can trust with her life

The Last Tudor 2018-02
the tale of one woman s ambitious ascent to royalty during the wars of
the roses and the unsolved mystery around her sons imprisonment in the
tower

The King's Curse 2014-08
boxset contains paperback editions of virgins lover other queen boleyn
inheritance queens fool constant princess other boleyn girl

The Kingmaker's Daughter 2012
delicious combination of confused identities personal dramas and moral
dilemmas in a contemporary chiller from one of our most outstanding
novelists



The White Queen 2022-02-17
join the order of darkness in their quest to witness the end of the
world in the fourth volume of philippa gregory s epic adventure series
praise for the order of darkness series attractive characters several
layers of mystery and as one might expect meticulously researched
historical detail the daily mail the plot is deftly conceived and the
setting richly detailed the daily telegraph this is still one of the
most enthralling historical series of recent years with gregory s
descriptions bringing 15th century venice vividly to life the bookbag
luca vero is a member of the secret order of darkness tasked by his
master to uncover the truth behind strange happenings together with
lady isolde her friend and confidant ishraq luca s manservant freize
and brother peter luca travels across medieval europe seeking out the
signs of the end of days judging the supernatural and testing the new
science trapped in a village possessed by a dancing madness the group
fights to keep their own sanity when isolde dances away in red shoes
and ishraq takes dramatic revenge on their covert assassin the young
people discover that the greatest danger is in the men who have come
to their rescue these are the truly dangerous madmen of europe who
carry a dark hatred that will last for centuries dive deep into the
world of medieval legends and disentangle reality from fear in this
powerful series from the internationally renowned author of historical
fiction philippa gregory

Philippa Gregory's Tudor Collection 2010-11-01
the bbc is the world s most famous and powerful cultural institution
throughout its 75 year existence it has attracted criticism
controversy and political bullying as well as epitomising globally the
heights to which public non commercial broadcasting can aspire it
remains the model for public broadcasters around the world uncertain
vision is a unique and fascinating portrait of this venerable
institution in changing and uncertain times it is based on the most
extensive independent research ever conducted inside the bbc during
which georgina born was allowed unprecedented access to employees from
all ranks of the organisation and gives an extraordinary portrait of
the corporation during the later 1990s the last years of the regime of
the former director general john birt its insight into the workings
and problems of the bbc is unparalled and it does not flinch from
criticising the destructive policies of the birt period it promises to
be a stimulating controversial and definitive portrait of the most
fascinating period in the history of the greatest broadcasting
organisation in the world



Order of Darkness 2017-06
in bristol fashion is the first of a two volume fictionalized
biography of the lewis the hooper s and their extended families set in
glamorgan wales and bristol england the sharp scent of the celtic sea
seeps into the saga of smugglers sailors and high sea adventures
during the tumultuous years of victoria s reign faced with situations
very similar to those of our current times ill conceived foreign wars
economic depressions radical changes in life styles the man in the
street and how he copes is a theme that runs throughout the book

Zelda’s Cut 2013-03-07

Dark Tracks 2018-08-23

Uncertain Vision 2011-10-31

In Bristol Fashion 2009-12
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